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QUESTION 1

A university wants to build a virtual student adviser that can interact with prospective students to help answer any
questions they may have on the admissions process. The students for the most part have similar questions, however
there are a small number of international students who have very specific queries based on their native country and
their background. 

Which combination of IBM Watson services would meet these requirements? 

A. Natural Language Understanding and Personality Insights 

B. Natural Language Classifier and Visual Recognition 

C. Watson Assistant and Discovery 

D. Speech to Text and Tone Analyzer 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference https://github.com/watson-developer-cloud/assistant-with-discovery 

 

QUESTION 2

Which IBM Watson service is pre-trained and does not allow for any customization? 

A. Tone Analyzer 

B. Discovery 

C. Natural Language Classifier 

D. Speech to Text 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the main criteria for separating training and test data when training a machine learning system? 

A. Test data should be as random as possible, so that it tests the boundaries of the system. 

B. Training data should be random, but the test data should be created by a subject matter expert. 

C. Training data should be as random as possible, in order to create a robust model. 

D. The data set should be representative and randomly split in to a training set and a test set so that they do not
overlap. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

An AI solution is implemented to detect what the user wants to do. The user mentions that he wants to buy a ski jacket
for an upcoming vacation in Colorado? 

How could IBM Watson Natural Language Classifier (NLC) be used in the solution? 

A. Profile properties configured for NLC could direct selection of intent 

B. A location intent could be trained to assess the relevant attitude for the desired product 

C. The phase entered by the user is passed to a classifier to provide a class that indicates the user\\'s intent 

D. A new classifier could point to the correct answer to each question 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the formula for precision in a classification system? 

A. True Negatives / (True Positives + False Positives) 

B. True Positives / (True Positives + False Positives) 

C. False Positives / (True Negatives + False Positives) 

D. True Positives / (True Positives + False Negatives) 

Correct Answer: C 
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